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Abstract

With the widespread adoption of SIP-based VoIP, under-
standing the characteristics of SIP traffic behavior is crit-
ical to problem diagnosis and security protection of VoIP
services – two key aspects of providing dependable VoIP
services. In this paper we propose a general methodol-
ogy for profiling SIP-based VoIP traffic behavior at sev-
eral levels: SIP server host, server entity (e.g., registrar
and call proxy) and individual user levels – to derive “nor-
mal” behavior profiles. Using SIP traffic traces captured in
a production VoIP network, we illustrate the characteristics
of SIP-based VoIP traffic behavior in an operational envi-
ronment and demonstrate the effectiveness of our general
profiling methodology. Based upon the profiling method-
ology, we develop a simple and yet effective entropy-based
anomaly detection algorithm for detecting potential secu-
rity attacks as well as performance problems. We demon-
strate the efficacy of our algorithm in detecting potential
VoIP attacks through testbed experimentation.

1 Introduction

Voice over IP (VoIP) allows users to make phone calls
over the Internet, or any other IP network, using the packet
switched network as a transmission medium rather than
the traditional circuit transmissions of the Public Switched
Telephone Network (PSTN). VoIP has come a long way
since it first rudimentary applications provided erratic yet
free phone calls over the unmanaged Internet. VoIP tech-
nology has reached a point of being comparable in terms
of grade voice quality with traditional PSTN yet consum-
ing only a fraction of the bandwidth required by TDM net-
works. The maturity of VoIP standards and quality of ser-
vice (QoS) on IP networks opens up new possibilities for
carrier applications. Consolidation of voice and data on one
network maximizes network efficiency, streamlines the net-
work architecture, reduce capital and operational costs, and
opens up new service opportunities. At the same time, VoIP
enables new multimedia service opportunities, such as Web-

enabled multimedia conferencing, unified messaging, etc,
while being much cheaper.

VoIP offers compelling advantages but it also presents a
security paradox. The very openness and ubiquity that make
IP networks such powerful infrastructures also make them
a liability. Risks include Denial of Service (DoS), Service
Theft, Unauthorized Call Monitoring, Call Routing Manip-
ulation, Identity Theft and Impersonation, among others.
Not only does VoIP inherit all data security risks, but it in-
troduces new vehicles for threats related to the plethora of
new emerging VoIP protocols that have yet to undergo de-
tailed security analysis and scrutiny.

But just how serious are the threats posed to VoIP [4].
Recently, there have been a string of attacks against ei-
ther the VoIP infrastructure or end users. In one such inci-
dent, early June of 2006, two men were arrested for fraud-
ulently routing approximately 500, 000 calls illegally over
the VoIP network belonging to Net2Phone, a Newark, N.J.,
VoIP provider. Fifteen Internet phone companies were re-
portedly as the victims of this attack. More recently, ISS
posted a report about a Denial-of-Service vulnerability in
the IAX2 implementation of Asterisk, an open source soft-
ware PBX. This vulnerability relates to the amount of time
that a pending (but not yet authenticated) call is allowed to
exist in memory on the server. New terms start to be coined
over time just for VoIP attacks; “Vishing”, is now used for
phishing attacks using VoIP technology, or “Spit”, now used
for spam over VoIP.

Hence it is imperative for service providers to widely
deploy scalable monitoring systems with powerful tools
across their entire infrastructures such to robustly shield
their VoIP infrastructure and protect their service, thereby
providing dependable VoIP services. In this paper we pro-
pose a SIP traffic behavior profiling methodology, with the
objective to identify anomalies and help service providers
to accurately diagnose problems on-fly and promptly de-
tect and trace-back on-going attacks on critical VoIP ser-
vice (and their infrastructure). We propose a multi-level,
progressively refined methodology that characterizes VoIP
service activity in real-time by extracting and profiling a
large variety of traffic features and metrics at three differ-
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ent levels: (i)server, e.g. broad-view of their behavior by
monitoring and keeping statistics related to only the mes-
sage types (request vs response); (ii) entity , e.g. coarse-
view of the servers activity by separating their logical roles
into registrar and call proxy; and (iii) individual users, e.g.
narrow-view of individual user activities, like typical av-
erage duration and length of the calls, number of calls re-
ceived and made, etc. As a consequence, our methodology
allows us to balance the speed of profiling, the resource con-
sumption, the desired sophistication of behavior character-
istics, and finally the level of security to be offered, based on
the specific objectives and needs of the VoIP operator. Built
upon the SIP traffic behavior profiling methodology, we de-
velop a simple and yet effective entropy-based anomaly de-
tection algorithm for detecting potential security attacks as
well as performance problems. We demonstrate the efficacy
of our algorithm in detecting potential VoIP attacks through
testbed experimentation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2 we introduce some basic concepts of the SIP-
based service, we discuss how challenging is to monitor
and profile the service and introduce the data sets used in
this paper to identify meaningfully VoIP traffic features to
be profiled. In Section 3 we present in great details our
methodology. First we introduce a new algorithm to auto-
matically discover SIP servers, and breaks down their log-
ical functionality, e.g. registrars and call proxies. Second
we discuss at very high-level which traffic features should
be monitored at the server, entity and individual user levels
in order to gain a complete view of the VoIP traffic activ-
ity. Third we introduce a new algorithm based on Infor-
mation Entropy that profiles the chosen metrics over time
and generates alerts while any of the features diverges from
its historical trend. Section 4 analyzes the traffic features
discussed in Section 3 while using real packet traces col-
lected from a wireless VoIP service provider. This section
highlights some preliminary interesting findings that vali-
dates the overall approach. Section 5 describes three differ-
ent VoIP attacks generated in a controlled lab environment
and presents the outcome results of applying our methodol-
ogy. Section 7 summarizes our findings and concludes the
paper.

2 Background and Data Sets

We first provide a quick overview of SIP-based IP tele-
phony. We then briefly touch on the challenges in profiling
SIP traffic behaviors based on passive packet monitoring,
and describe the SIP data sets used in our study.

2.1 SIP-based VoIP Service

The session initiation protocol (SIP) [9] is the Internet
standard signaling protocol for setting up, controlling, and
terminating VoIP sessions1. SIP-based VoIP services re-
quire infrastructure support from entities such as SIP regis-
trars, call proxies, and so forth (see Fig. 1) – we collectively
refer to these entities as SIP servers. A SIP registrar asso-
ciates SIP users (e.g., names or identities called SIP URIs)
with their current locations (e.g., IP addresses). A SIP call
proxy assists users in establishing calls (called dialogs in the
SIP jargon) by handling and forwarding signaling messages
among users (and other SIP servers). In practice, a physical
host (SIP server) may assume multiple logical roles, e.g.,
functioning both as registrars and call proxies.

Figure 1. SIP servers and clients

SIP is a text-based request-response protocol, with
syntax very similar to HTTP. SIP messages are of type ei-
ther request or response. The method field is used
to distinguish between different SIP operations. The most
common methods include REGISTER (for user regis-
tration), INVITE, ACK, BYE, CANCEL (these four used
for call set-up or tear-down), SUBSCRIBE, and NOTIFY
(for event notification). Response messages contain a
response code informing the results of the requested
operations (e.g., 200 OK). The FROM and TO fields in an
SIP message contain respectively the SIP URIs of the user
where a request message is originated from (e.g., the
caller of a call) or destined to (e.g., the callee of a call). In
the case of a REGISTER message, both FROM and TO typi-
cally contain the SIP URI of the user where the request is
originated. Other important fields include VIA and various
identifiers and tags to string together various transactions
and dialogs. The reader is referred to [9] for details.

2.2 Problem Discussion and Data Sets

In this paper, we focus on characterizing and profil-
ing SIP-based VoIP traffic behavior by using passive traf-
fic monitoring, with the objective to identify anomalies to

1In addition to IP telephony, it can also be used for teleconferencing,
presence, event notification, instant messaging, and other multimedia ap-
plications.



help diagnose problems and detect potential attacks on crit-
ical VoIP services (and their infrastructure). We assume
that passive packet monitoring and capturing devices are de-
ployed in the underlying network hosting VoIP services. In
addition to the standard layer-3 (IP) and layer-4 (TCP/UDP)
header information, portion of layer-7 payload containing
appropriate application protocol (SIP) fields are also cap-
tured. The captured packet header and payload information
is then processed and parsed for our analysis and profil-
ing. Unlike the layer 3/4 header fields which generally have
well-defined and limited semantics, the layer-7 application
protocol such as SIP has a variety of fields, with rich se-
mantics that are often context-sensitive and sometimes even
implementation-specific. For example, with the SIP proto-
col itself, the meaning of the same fields may depend on the
method used. Hence a major challenge in performing layer-
7 protocol analysis and behavior profiling is to determine
how to judiciously incorporate application-specific seman-
tics or “domain knowledge” to select appropriate set of key
features to capture the essential behavior characteristics of
the application in question. In the next section we present
such a general methodology for characterizing and profiling
SIP-based VoIP traffic behavior.

Our profiling methodology is motivated and substanti-
ated by in-depth analysis of SIP traffic traces captured in
an operational network of a commercial wireless VoIP ser-
vice provider. The results reported in this paper use three
SIP traces from this network, referred to as Trace I (13:55-
14:30), Trace II (19:00-19:40) and Trace III (19:55-20:30),
respectively (the numbers within the parentheses indicate
the start and end time of the traces). They are of about 40
minutes or so long, captured between 13:00 h and 21:00 h
within a single day.

3 General Methodology

In this section, we present a multi-level profiling
methodology for characterizing SIP traffic behavior using
layer-3 to layer-7 protocol information obtained from pas-
sive network monitoring. In order to characterize and profile
SIP server behaviors by using passively collected SIP traffic
traces, we need to identify the IP addresses associated with
SIP servers. We first introduce a simple heuristic for iden-
tifying the IP addresses associated with SIP servers (both
SIP registrars and call proxies) based on passive monitoring
of SIP traffic. We then present a general methodology for
characterizing and profiling SIP server behaviors at multiple
levels.

3.1 Discovering SIP Servers

The key observation behind our heuristics is based on
the role of SIP servers in SIP-based VoIP communications:

typically users must register with SIP registrars; and users’
call signaling must get through SIP call proxies (see Fig. 1).
Hence the IP address associated an SIP server will consis-
tently see a large number of SIP messages going through
it (i.e., with the said IP address as either the source or
destination IP addresses); furthermore, we will also see a
large number of distinct FROM and TO fields in the appro-
priate SIP messages (e.g., INVITE, REGISTER) associ-
ated with this IP address. The baseline algorithm for SIP
call proxy discovery is given in Algorithm 1 examining the
SIP INVITE messages. By examining the SIP REGISTER
messages, we have a similar algorithm for SIP registrar dis-
covery.

Algorithm 1 Baseline Algorithm for SIP Call Proxy Dis-
covery
1: Parameters: message set M , threshold α;
2: Initialization: IPSet := ∅; ProxyIP := ∅;
3: for each m ∈M do
4: if m.method == INVITE then
5: x = m.sourceIP; y = m.destinationIP;
6: from = m.FROM; to = m.TO;
7: if x 6∈ IPSet then
8: x.OutFROM = {from}; x.OutTO = {to};
9: x.InFROM = ∅; x.InTO = ∅;

10: else
11: x.OutFROM = x.OutFROM ∪ {from};
12: x.OutTO = x.OutTO ∪ {to};
13: end if
14: if [|x.InFROM|, |x.InTO|, |x.OutFROM|, |x.OutTO|]

> [α, α, α, α] then
15: ProxyIP = ProxyIP ∪ {x}
16: end if
17: if y 6∈ IPSet then
18: y.InFROM = {from}; x.InTO = {to};
19: y.OutFROM = ∅; y.OutTO = ∅;
20: else
21: y.InFROM = y.OutFROM ∪ {from};
22: y.InTO = y.InTO ∪ {to};
23: end if
24: if [|y.InFROM|, |y.InTO|, |y.OutFROM|, |y.OutTO|]

> [α, α, α, α] then
25: ProxyIP = ProxyIP ∪ {y}
26: end if
27: end if
28: end for

In Algorithm 1, for each IP address a in the SIP messages
(either as the source or destination IP) we maintain four
records, a.InFROM, a.InTO, a.OutFROM and a.OutTO, which
maintain, respectively, the set of unique users (or rather
their URIs) seen in the FROM and TO fields of the SIP
INVITE messages received (In) by or sent (Out) from a.
If the number of distinct users in each of the four records



(a) REGISTER (b) INVITE

Figure 2. Hosts corresponding (FROM,TO)

exceeds a threshold α 2 for an example, then a is included
in the SIP call proxy candidate set ProxyIP . By ensuring
the diversity of callers (FROM) and callees (TO) in both the
SIP INVITE messages originating from and destined to a
given IP, we minimize the chance of misclassifying of a user
in the forward mode in which incoming INVITE messages
are forwarded to another location, or similarly, when a user
is in a conference mode. In both cases, the TO field of the
INVITE messages will contains the URI (or its variants) of
the forwarder. Hence the size of corresponding InTO and
OutTO will be small. We have extended the baseline algo-
rithm to incorporate additional mechanism to address the
effect of NAT boxes and other issues, the details of which
can be found in [5].

In the following we illustrate the effectiveness of our
baseline algorithm using the real SIP traffic traces. Fig. 2(a)
shows the number of unique FROM’s vs. TO’s in the SIP
REGISTER messages received (i.e., InFROM vs. InTO) and
sent (i.e., OutFROM vs. OutTO) by each IP address seen in the
SIP traces. Similarly, Fig. 2(b) shows the number of unique
FROM’s vs. TO’s in the SIP INVITE messages received
and sent by each IP address seen in Trace II. Note that as
many hosts (i.e., IP addresses) may have the same num-
ber of FROM’s and TO’s (the labels on the side indicate the
number of such hosts). In both cases, only two IP addresses
(which are the same two IP entity addresses in Fig. 2(a)
and (b)) have significantly more FROM’s and TO’s than the
remaining IP addresses, which have only one or very few
distinct FROM’s and TO’s in a 30-40 minute time interval.
These two IP addresses are those of two SIP servers (in this
case functioning both are registrars and call proxies) in the
network, one serving more users than the other in this 40
segment SIP trace3. Hence our baseline algorithm can ef-
fectively identify the IP addresses associated with the SIP
severs (registrars or call proxies) by appropriately setting
the threshold (e.g., α = 100).

2The threshold can be determined, for example, by first plotting InFROM

vs. InTO and OutFROM vs. OutTO in a scatter plot, see Fig. 2.
3In the Trace III we see that the role of the two SIP servers is reversed,

with the latter server serving more users than the former one.

3.2 Profiling SIP Server and User Behav-
iors

Once we have identified the IP addresses associated with
the SIP servers, we characterize and profile the behavior of
SIP servers by examining the SIP messages going through
them. We characterize and profile the behaviors of SIP
servers (and their associated users) at three levels – server
host, server entity and (individual) user – by introducing
a range of features and metrics from coarser granularity
and finer granularity in terms of the amount of application-
specific (i.e., SIP) semantic information. This multi-level,
progressively refined methodology allows us to balance the
speed of profiling, resources required, desired sophistica-
tion of behavior characteristics, and level of security, an so
forth based on the objectives and needs of a SIP-based VoIP
operator.

Figure 3. Multilevel Profiling

Fig. 3 is a schematic depiction of our multi-level profil-
ing methodology. At the server host level we maintain only
aggregate features and metrics to provide a broad view of
a SIP server behavior and its “health” by examining only
the message types (request vs. response) into and out
of a SIP server and extracting only coarse-grain user statis-
tics information. At the server entity level, we separate the
(logical) role of a SIP server into registrar and call proxy,
as these two separate entities require a different set of fea-
tures and metrics to characterize their respective behavior.
Based on the SIP semantics, we examine the method field of
a SIP message to attribute it to either the SIP registrar or call
proxy (e.g., a SIP REGISTERmessages and its response are
part of a registrar activity while a SIP INVITEmessage and
its response are part of a call proxy activity), and compute
appropriate features and metrics for the corresponding reg-
istrars and call proxies. We also cross-examine the activi-
ties of SIP registrars and call proxies to build cross-entity
associations. At the (individual) user level, we attribute
the SIP messages to individual users, and maintain statis-
tics and features to characterize individual user behaviors.
In the following we provide a more detailed description of



our multi-level profiling methodology.
a. Server Host Level Characterization.

We characterize the aggregate behavior of a SIP server
by maintaining two types of (aggregate) statistics and fea-
tures: i) we count the number of request and response
messages received (i.e., fan-in) and sent (i.e., fan-out) by
each SIP server (and derivatively their corresponding ratios)
over a given period of time T (say, 5 or 15 minutes); ii) we
count the number of unique users (URIs) seen in the FROM
and TO fields of SIP request messages, and compute an
aggregate user activity diversity (UAD in short) metric from
the distribution of such data over T . This UAD metric is
computed as follows: Let m be the total number of SIP
request messages over T , and n is the total number of
distinct users seen in the message. For each unique user i,
mi is the number of SIP messages with i in either the FROM
or TO field of the messages. Then pi = mi/m is the fre-
quency that user i is seen in the SIP messages. The user
activity diversity metric, UAD, is then given by

UAD := (−
X

i

pi log pi)/ log m ∈ [0, 1], (1)

where the numerator is the entropy of the distribution {pi}
while the log m is its maximum entropy – the ratio of the
two is the standardized entropy (or relative uncertainty).
UAD thus provides a measure of “randomness” of user ac-
tivities as captured by the distribution {pi}: for n >> 1,
if pi ≈ 0, a few users dominate the SIP activities (in
other words, they appear in most of the messages), whereas
pi ≈ 1 implies that pi = O(1/m) and thus each user only
appears in a few number of SIP messages (hence overall the
user activities appear random).
b. Server Entity Level Characterization.
Registrar: Using the method field of SIP messages, we
separate registrar-related messages (e.g., the REGISTER
messages and their responses) and use them to generate
statistics and features for registrar behavior profiling. Simi-
lar to the server level analysis, we maintain aggregate statis-
tics regarding the number (and ratios) of REGISTER and
other registrar-related requests and responses received and
sent by a registrar. In terms of user activities, we maintain
the number (and list) of users that are successfully regis-
tered, and compute a similar user activity diversity (UAD)
metric with respect to the registrar. In addition to these ag-
gregate statistics and features regarding the message types
and user activities, we also perform more detailed regis-
tration analysis. We examine the response codes in the
response messages to maintain statistics about the num-
ber of successful and failed registrations. We also calcu-
late the registration periods of users (i.e., the time lapses
between two consecutive REGISTER messages from the
same user) and the inter-arrival times of any two con-
secutive REGISTER request messages (from different
users). From the former we compute the (average) regis-

tration period of the registrar and from the latter we derive
a (fitted) model for the user REGISTER request arrival
process. Together, they not only reveal the configuration of
the registrar but also the temporal behavior of the registrar.
Call Proxy: By analyzing the SIP messages related to call
activities (e.g., SIP messages with the INVITE, BYE meth-
ods and their responses), we generate statistics and fea-
tures for call proxy behavior profiling. Similar as before,
we maintain aggregate statistics regarding the numbers and
ratios of various call requests (INVITE, BYE, CANCEL,
etc.) and their responses received and sent by a regis-
trar. We maintain several user activity diversity (UAD) met-
rics regarding the aggregate user call activities: UADcaller,
UADcallee and UADcaller-callee, which measure the UAD of
callers, callees and caller-callee pairs. Each of these metrics
is computed using equation (1) with appropriate defined pa-
rameters: m is the number of SIP call request messages (SIP
INVITE, BYE and CANCEL) requests, and i) for UADcaller,
mi is the number of SIP call request messages with user i
in the FROM field, ii) for UADcallee, mi is the number of
SIP call request messages with user i in the TO field, and
iii) for UADcaller-callee, we replace mi by mij where mij is
the number of SIP call request messages with user i in the
FROM field and user j in the TO field.

Furthermore, we perform a more detailed call analysis to
maintain various call statistics and features of a call proxy.
These include the number of on-going calls, completed calls
(calls ended by BYE only), canceled calls (calls ended by
CANCEL only), failed calls (calls receiving a response with
a Request Failure (400-499) response code), and
so forth, in a given time period. We also compute statistics
(average, standard deviation or distribution) regarding call
durations and call request arrival rates.
Cross-Entity Association: we also correlate statistics and
features to generate a cross-entity and network-wide view
of the SIP traffic. The detailed description is provided in [5]
due to space limitation.
c. Individual User Level Characterization.

If needed, we can also maintain statistics and features re-
garding the individual user activities. For example, from the
user call activities we can maintain the (typical or average)
number of calls made or receiver by each user u, and com-
pute the diversity of callees (UAD

(u)
callee) of the calls made

by the user as well as the diversity of callers (UAD
(u)
caller) of

the calls received by the user u. Other statistics such as (av-
erage) call durations may also be maintained. Due to space
limitation, we do not elaborate them here.

4 Characteristics of SIP Traffic Behavior

In this section, we apply the general profiling method-
ology presented in the previous section to analyze the SIP
traces to illustrate the characteristics of SIP traffic in a real



VoIP network and use them to justify the statistics and fea-
tures we have taken for profiling SIP traffic behavior. In
particular, we show that in normal operational environments
SIP traffic behavior tends to be very stable both in terms of
various SIP message types, user registration, call, and other
related activities.

4.1 Overall Server Level Characteristics

Throughout this section, we primarily use TRACE II and
server-1 as an example to illustrate the results. Fig. 4(a)
shows the numbers of request and response messages
received (REQin, RESin) and sent (REQout, RESout) by
server-1 over 5-minute time intervals of the SIP traces. We
remove the first and last 5 minutes of the segment to avoid
the boundary effect. Fig. 4(b) shows, respectively, the ra-
tios of REQin vs. RESout, REQout vs. RESin and REQin
vs. REQout over the same 5-minute time intervals. We see
that overall the total numbers of request and response
messages received and sent by the SIP server do not vary
significantly. In particular, for every one request mes-
sage received/sent by the SIP server, on the average there
is approximately one response message sent/received by
it – this is generally expected. There are roughly twice as
many request messages received by the SIP server than
sent by it. As we will see shortly, this is primarily due to
the REGISTER messages which comprise a large portion
of the total request messages received by the SIP server.
Unlike many SIP request messages of other methods
(e.g., INVITE), a REGISTER request message does not
trigger the SIP server to generate another request mes-
sage except a response message.

We break down the SIP request messages based on
the method type and count their numbers over 5-minute
time intervals. Figs. 4(c) and (d) shows the proportions
of request messages of each method type received
and sent respectively by the SIP server. As noted ear-
lier, REGISTER request messages consist of nearly
60% of the total request messages received by the SIP
server, while SUBSCRIBE request messages form 40%
of them. In particular, there is no NOTIFY requestmes-
sages received by the SIP server. In contrast, the NOTIFY
messages comprise 90% of the total request messages
sent by the SIP server, while there is no REGISTER
request messages at all. More in-depth examination of
the SUBSCRIBEmessages received and NOTIFYmessages
sent by the SIP server reveals that there is approximately a
one-to-one correspondence between the SUBSCRIBE mes-
sages received and NOTIFY sent: this is to be expected,
as a SUBSCRIBE received by the SIP server would trigger
one (and perhaps a few more) NOTIFY messages sent by
the SIP server. In both the request messages received
and sent by the SIP server, call-related SIP request mes-

sages such as INVITE, BYE and CANCEL consist of only a
small portion of the total request messages received/sent
by the server.

Fig. 4 (e) shows the user activity diversity (UAD) metric
of the total SIP messages (both received and sent) by the
SIP server over 5-minute time intervals, as well as those for
SIP request messages received and sent separately. We
see that the UAD metrics are close to 1 over all 5-minute
time intervals and they are fairly stable. As seen in the next
subsection this is primarily due to the periodic exchanges
of the REGISTER, SUBSCRIBE and NOTIFY request
messages and their responses between the SIP server
and users. Our results show that the aggregate SIP traffic
behavior is in general fairly stable and the aggregate statis-
tics/features chosen in our profiling methodology provides a
good summary of these stable characteristics. The same ob-
servations also hold true for server-2 (which handle a rela-
tively smaller portion of SIP messages in TRACE II) as well
as for TRACE III (where server-2 handles a large portion
of SIP messages while server-1 handles a relatively smaller
portion of them). TRACE I, on the other hand, contains
an interesting anomaly which is detected by our profiling
methodology. We will discuss and dissect this anomaly in
more detail in Section 5.1.

4.2 Registrar Behavior Characteristics

We now focus on the REGISTER request messages
and their responses of server-1 (functioning in the role of
a registrar), and in particular, examining how REGISTER
messages are generated by users. In Fig. 4(c) we have
shown that REGISTER messages consist of 60% of the to-
tal request messages received by the SIP server (regis-
trar). Moreover, the ratio of the number of REGISTER
request messages vs. their responses is approximately
1. We observe that the user activity diversity metric for the
REGISTER request messages is close to 1, indicating
that there are no individual users who dominate the gen-
eration of REGISTER messages. The number of unique
users seen in (the FROM field of) the REGISTER messages
over given time intervals are examined. The total number of
(distinct) users seen in TRACE II is 17800 that is almost the
same to the number of users seen in 15-minute intervals and
the number of users seen in a time interval of length T (≤
15 min) is roughly 17800 × T

15 . As we will see, this is pri-
marily due to registration periods and a REGISTER arrival
process.

To further illustrate how REGISTER messages are gen-
erated, we calculate the time lapses between two consecu-
tive REGISTER messages from each user, the distribution
of which is shown in Fig. 5(a). The distribution clearly re-
veals that users generate REGISTER messages roughly pe-
riodically with a mean of 15 minutes. In Fig. 5(b) we plot
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Figure 5. Analysis on registrar behaviors

the distribution of the inter-arrival times between two con-
secutive REGISTER messages (from two different users).
The distribution can be well fit into an exponential dis-
tribution of the form p(x) = λe−λx, where λ = 0.27.
Hence we see that the number of REGISTERmessages seen
by the SIP server (registrar) follows approximately a Pois-
son process. We also study characteristics of SUBSCRIBE
and NOTIFY messages which often follow the REGISTER
messages of the same users. We perform the in-depth anal-
ysis on the number of message types, inter-arrival times be-
tween requests, the SUBSCRIBE periods from each user,
and such results are included in [5]. The large number of
messages and their regularity lead us to suspect that these
SUBSCRIBE and NOTIFY messages are sent to subscribe
and notify system resources such as voice mailboxes.

4.3 Call Proxy/User Call Behavior Char-
acteristics

We now analyze characteristics of calls and call-related
user activities. Comparing with the number of REGISTER,
SUBSCRIBE and NOTIFY messages, we observe that call-
related messages consist of a much smaller portion, indicat-
ing that while there are a large number of users (or more
aptly, SIP phone devices) in the network, only a very small
number of the users actually make phone calls in a specific
period. This observation is further confirmed in Fig. 6(a)
which shows the number of unique callers (users seen in
the FROM field of INVITE messages) and callees (users
seen in the TO field) in each 5-minute intervals. Recall that
there are a total of 17800 unique users in the trace segment.
Fig. 6(b) is a scatter plot showing the number of calls made
vs. calls received per user over 5-minute intervals. Again
we see that at individual user level, the numbers of calls
made and received are generally very small and consistent.
In terms of diversity of calls made by users, Fig. 6(c) shows
the UAD metrics of callers (FROM’s), callees (TO’s) and
caller-callee pairs (FROM-TO’s) as defined in Section 3.2.
We see that the call activities are fairly random, not domi-
nated by any particular user (either as caller or callee).

The number of various call types (on-going, completed,
failed, and canceled calls) over 5-minute intervals is shown
in Fig. 6(d). We see that the number of calls in a typ-
ical 5-minute interval is fairly small, and the number of
failed calls is relatively high due to user mobility or re-
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Figure 6. Analysis on call proxy activities

ceiver statuses (busy or not available). Fig. 6(e) shows the
call inter-arrival times are approximately exponentially dis-
tributed (the call arrival process is approximately Poisson).
We observe that call duration typically lasts between 0-3
minutes while failed and canceled calls tend to last very
short. Not surprising, these statistics are similar to tra-
ditional telephony, indicating that these call activities are
human-generated.

5 Applications

In this section, we illustrate the usefulness and appli-
cability of our general profiling methodology in helping
diagnose problems and detecting potential attacks against
VoIP service and infrastructure through a case study as well
as testbed experimentation. In particular, we develop a
novel profiling-based feature anomaly detection algorithm
for these purposes.

5.1 Problem Diagnosis: A Case Study

We use a case study – an interesting case uncovered
in the analysis of the real-network SIP traces – to illus-
trate how our methodology can be used to detect and di-
agnose performance anomalies. As reported earlier, we see
that overall the numbers of SIP REGISTER request and
response messages and their ratios (over 5-minute inter-
vals) stay fairly stable, and this can be mainly attributed to

the fact that users generate REGISTER messages periodi-
cally and these messages are generated randomly from the
users. These observations hold almost all 5-minute inter-
vals for both servers in the traces except for one 5-minute
interval of server-1 in TRACE I, where we have found an
interesting “anomaly”. As evident in Fig. 7(a), the number
of REGISTER messages received by server-1 in the very
first 5-minute interval in this trace segment is significantly
larger than in other time intervals, and while the number
of the responses sent by the server also increases slightly
– in particular, the ratio of the numbers of requests vs.
responses increases drastically.

To figure out the root-cause of this anomaly, we per-
form a in-depth analysis of the SIP messages in this anoma-
lous 5-minute interval. Fig. 7(b) shows the number of
REGISTER messages received by server-1 vs. the re-
sponses generated by it in each second of the anomalous 5-
minute interval. We see that between around the 100th sec-
ond to 160th second of this 5-minute interval, the number
of REGISTER requests from users surges very quickly,
while the responses returned by the server first dips for
about 50-60 seconds before it surges as well, catching up
with the number of REGISTER requests, after which
everything returns to the norm. Fig. 7(c) is a scatter showing
the number of REGISTER requests generated vs. num-
ber of responses received per user in the 1-minute time
period from the 100th second to 160th second. To better
illustrate the number of data points occupying a particular
integer-valued grid (x, y), the data points are “perturbed”
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slightly around it at random. We see that instead of the
normal one REGISTER request and one response per
user, many users send from 2-7 REGISTER requests while
receiving one or two responses. Closer investigation re-
veals that the problem is caused by the SIP server not re-
sponding to the user registration requests immediately, trig-
gering users to repeatedly re-transmit their requests within
a few seconds until they either gives up or receive a re-
sponse with either response code 404 Not Found, 408
Request Timeout, or (eventually) 200 OK.

Since all these users were eventually able to successfully
register with the SIP server, the surge of the REGISTER
requests is unlikely caused by denial-of-service attacks
with spoofed or frivolous REGISTER messages (as were
originally suspected by us). That the SIP server failed to
respond to the user registration requests in a timely fashion
may be caused by delay or slow response from some remote
(user/call) database with which the SIP server was interact-
ing4 This performance anomaly can be easily detected us-
ing a simple anomaly detection algorithm such as the one
described below.

5.2 Feature Anomaly Detection and VoIP
Attacks

Our profiling methodology produces an ensemble of
statistics and features over time: for each statistics/feature, a
time series is generated. Sudden changes or deviations from
expected behavior in a subset of the statistics/feature time
series signify anomalies. As illustrated later in this section,
different VoIP attacks may trigger a different (sub)set of
statistics/features to exhibit sudden changes or deviant be-
haviors. Our profiling-based anomaly detection algorithm

4This problem points to a potential implementation flaw in the SIP
client software: when a registration request times out, the client imme-
diately retransmits the request, thereby causing a surge of requests and
thus aggravating the problem. A better solution would have been to use an
exponential back-off mechanism to handle the retransmission of the regis-
tration requests.

consists of the following three key components/phases per-
feature:
• Baselining/Profiling: In this phase, which lasts from
[0-Tlearn] time windows, we baseline the feature and ob-
tain an estimate of the maximum deviation possible under
normal circumstances. We use two sliding windows, one
for averaging the feature values and the other for averag-
ing the instantaneous rate-of-change of the feature values,
with the windows denoted as T1 and T2, where T1 + T2 <
Tlearn. The output of this phase is the maximum devia-
tion of the rate-of-change from its average. Thus, more
precisely: (1) First, for the feature averaging, we use an
Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) with a
beta = 2

T1+1 to obtain the feature average at time t as:
EWMA(t) = βEWMA(t− 1) + (1− β)f(t); (2) Thus,
we measure the instantaneous rate-of-change as: s(t) =
| f(t)
EWMA(t−1)) − 1|; (3) Over the window T2, we average

the instantaneous rates-of-change such that for every time
t in the period [(T1 + T2)-Tlearn], we obtain the average
slope savg(t) = 1

T2

∑t
t−T2

s(t); (4) At a time t + 1, we
calculate instantaneous deviation of rate-of-change from its
average as: d(t + 1) = s(t+1)

savg(t) . We learn the maximum of
this deviation in the time period [(T1 + T2 + 1)-Tlearn] as:
α = maxTlearn

t=T1+T2+1 d(t).
•Alerting along with Lock-in/Lock-out of Averages: Af-
ter the learning period is over, we monitor the instantaneous
slope s(t) and if it is α times greater than the average slope
savg(t), then we raise an alert and increase the alert-level.
Otherwise, we update the feature average EWMA(t) and
average slope savg(t). Note that, if an alert was raised, then
we lock-in the values for feature average and average slope,
and these values are locked-out i.e., can be updated only
when the alert value is reduced to zero. False alarms are
avoided by having multiple levels of alerting and the sys-
tem is said to be in an anomalous state only when the alert
level is at its maximum. In particular, we use four levels:
Green (alert=0), Yellow (alert=1), Orange (alert=2) and Red
(alert=3).
• Reporting: This phase is used for reporting the sus-



picious elements of a feature that are contributing to the
anomaly. This is done only on the features that report the
User Activity Diversity over the feature’s distribution e.g.,
UADcaller, UADcallee. It is applied only when the alert
level is updated to its maximum level.

Before we proceed to report the performance of the
above anomaly detection algorithm, we briefly discuss
some common potential attacks on VoIP services, and what
statistics/features in our SIP behavior profiles may provide
alerts about such attacks. Given the generality of our multi-
level profiling methodology, we can detect a wide variety
of attacks: DoS and DDoS attacks on VoIP infrastructure or
users, VoIP spam, and worms that exploit VoIP protocols to
spread. The underlying hypothesis towards detecting these
attacks is that such an attack introduces either a volume
surge, a sudden change or deviation in the ratio/distribution
statistics or metrics (e.g., randomness) in one or multiple
features. Moreover, the ability to cross-correlate across
multiple features also provides us the unique capability to
classify the attack. Consider an example of call spam at-
tacks, defined as when a spammer generates many calls,
most likely in an automated fashion towards several un-
suspecting callees (e.g., automated calls made by telemar-
keters simultaneously to many callees advertising a prod-
uct). Thus, by varying the following parameters, a spammer
can generate a variety of attacks: (1) number of callers per
spammer IP address; (2) whether the IP addresses are legit-
imate or not; (3) number of IP addresses and; (4) volume of
spam calls. The values that each of these features take can
be subjectively categorized as “one (or few)” or “many”.
Thus, there are 24 unique spam attacks, two of which are
(i) high volume spam where one caller per legitimate IP ad-
dress sends large number of calls to random callees; (ii) and
low volume spam where one caller per legitimate IP address
sends moderate number of calls to random callees.

5.3 Experimental Testbed and Results

To validate the efficacy of our detecting algorithm, we
use a testbed consisting of two machines, connected via
an OC-12 link (1.5 Gbps). Each machine has two Intel(R)
Xeon(TM) CPU 3.40GHz processors and 4 Gbytes memory
available to a process running on the Linux kernel 2.4.21.
We replay the trace by using tcpreplay from one machine
while the other one is configured to sniff packets off-the-
wire and runs our packet analyzer as well as the anomaly
detection module. The packet analyzer parses layer-7 pay-
loads off-the-wire from network links and emits an anno-
tated vector per packet. Throughout the performance ex-
periments, the capability of our packet analyzer is pegged
at a line-rate of 1.5 Gbps while processing VoIP packets up
to a maximum of 600,000 concurrent calls with new calls
arriving at 1000 calls/second.

For the attack scenario, we take a 3-minute sample of
clean traffic from our trace and merge the call spam at-
tack towards the end of the trace. In particular, one ex-
isting caller URI/IP address from our trace is selected as
the spammer. We generate multiple SIP requests from this
caller towards randomly generated callees. We generate (i)
high volume spam that lasts a duration of 25 seconds, with
new calls generated in the first 10 seconds at the rate of
100 calls/second to yield a total of 1000 spam calls in the
trace and (ii) low volume spam, consisting of only 10 calls
generated by the spammer in the same time duration of 10
seconds. Each spam call is generated to last the same du-
ration of 15 seconds, assuming that the spammer is trans-
mitting the same automated message to each caller. In this
scenario, we also assume 100% of the callees respond to the
caller and none of the callees hang up on the call before the
spam call is completed (terminated by BYE). For detecting
the attack, we configure the module with a time slot of 2
seconds, where the learning period Tlearn lasts for 40 time
slots. The averaging time periods T1 and T2 are 5 and 15
slots respectively.

Fig. 8 (a),(b), and (c) show two of the several features
used in detecting the high volume spam attacks (see [5] for
figures of other features). Note that each feature can be
observed to be stationary before the attack. Observe that
there are two peaks in Fig. 8(a), where the first peak occurs
close to the beginning of spam and consists of the flood of
INVITE messages and the second peak occurs close to the
end of the spam consisting of BYE packets. Our algorithm is
able to detect the attack almost instantaneously around time
slot 60, when the features of total requests reach the Red
alert stage (alert value = 3). Note also that the histograms
(distributions) of callee URI and callee IP addresses are
dominated by the spammer and thereby the corresponding
UAD exhibits sharp decreases around the beginning of the
attack (Fig. 8(b) and (c)). Furthermore, at the time when
the alerts for these features turn Red, comparing the current
histogram with the last clean histogram (the one at time slot
60) would reveal the caller URI and caller IP involved in the
attack. The efficacy of our anomaly detection in detecting
even the low volume spam attacks is highlighted via Fig.
8(d),(e),and (f), which show the performance in the pres-
ence of the low volume call spam. In this case, the spammer
is able to hide within the background traffic quite well as
none of the volume features of total number of requests ex-
hibits any significant change during the spam period. How-
ever, the intrinsic behavior of the spammer of generating
multiple requests from the same client IP address (and user
URI) results in the detection of the attack via the features
that track user behavior. Hence, the UAD for caller IP ad-
dresses exhibits three consecutive alerts, leading to the ex-
traction of the spammer’s IP address around time slot 63
(Fig. 8(e) and (f)).
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Figure 8. Features used in detecting a VoIP spam initiated via (Call Proxy) Server 1

6 Related Work

While there is a considerable volume of white papers
and surveys regarding various vulnerabilities and security
threats towards VoIP services (see, e.g., [6]), there is rela-
tively few research studies on analysis of VoIP traffic char-
acteristics. Most focus on defense against specific attacks,
e.g., malformed SIP message format attacks [2, 3], DoS and
other call disruption attacks [8, 7, 10], and voice spams [1].
However, these studies are not based on real-network SIP
traces, and cannot diagnose what cause abnormal problem
(as we pinpointed the reason of anomaly in Section 5). To
the best of our knowledge our study is the first analysis of
SIP traffic from an operational VoIP service and the first at-
tempt at profiling SIP-based VoIP traffic behavior based on
real-network traces.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a general profiling
methodology for characterizing SIP-based VoIP traffic be-
haviors at multiple levels: the SIP server host, service entity
(e.g., registrar and call proxy) and individual user levels.
Applying knowledge about application protocol semantics
and expected system/user behaviors, an ensemble of statis-
tics and features is selected at each level to capture the es-
sential and stable characteristics of SIP message exchanges,
types, volumes, user activities, and so forth. Through our
analysis of SIP traffic traces obtained from an operational
VoIP service, we show that overall SIP-based VoIP traf-
fic exhibits stable characteristics and behavior that are well
captured by the statistics and features selected in our pro-
filing methodology, thereby justifying the selection of these
statistics and features. Finally we illustrate how our profil-
ing methodology can be used to help identify anomalies for
problem diagnosis and attack detection. In particular, we
have developed a novel profiling-based anomaly detection
algorithm and demonstrate its efficacy in detecting VoIP at-
tacks through testbed experimentation.
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